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Abstract: Flexible organic solar cells (OSCs) using our proposed MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm)
anode are fabricated on poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrates with poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) films as the
active layer. Power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 2.50% is achieved for such flexible indium
tin oxide (ITO)-free OSCs under 1 sun AM 1.5G simulated illumination, which is comparable
with that of the same devices fabricated on glass substrates (PCE of 2.71%) or that of ITO-
based reference OSCs on glass (PCE of 2.85%). Meanwhile, such flexible ITO-free OSCs
show good mechanical flexibility. A 10% degradation in PCE is observed after 500 inner bend-
ing cycles with a bending radius of 1.5 cm, whereas a 5% decrease in PCE is observed after
500 outer bending cycles. Furthermore, the flexibility of the structure PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3
has been investigated. Its transparency almost remains constant, and its sheet resistance var-
ies negligibly after 1000 cycles of inner or outer bending tests. It shows the huge potential of
our flexible electrodes, and it may be instructive for further research on flexible electrodes.

Index Terms: Flexible, ITO-free, MoO3=Ag electrodes, organic solar cells.

1. Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) have recently attracted tremendous academic and industrial atten-
tion with the huge potential of supplementing other forms of renewable energy resources in
quenching the world's thirst for increasing energy supply [1]. Research over the past decade
has shown that OSCs are no longer considered as only a interesting area of academic research
but are realistic alternative to established photovoltaic technologies [2], [3]. As we all know, a
major advantage of OSCs is the variety of polymer and composites that can be employed as
the active layer; thus, this offers many avenues in further improving the device performance [4].
Moreover, compared with their inorganic counterparts, OSCs have many advantages such as
low cost [5], the internal quantum efficiency approaching 100% [6], light weight, low-temperature
solution processing [7], and, of course, their considerable flexibility.

Indium tin oxide (ITO) sputtered on glass has been the commonly-used transparent elec-
trode in OSCs since it has the best combination of high optical transparency and low sheet
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resistance. However, the flexible electrode with low cost is the prerequisite for cheap roll-to-roll
mass fabrication of OSCs, for which ITO is unsuitable. For example, ITO is brittle due to its ce-
ramic structure, which can induce defects when it is too much flexed [8]–[11]. Moreover, high
temperature process conditions (usually sputter) in the fabrication of ITO electrode make it in-
compatible with flexible substrates [12]. Meanwhile the scarce indium source and a heavy de-
mand from flat-panel display industry lead to high cost for ITO electrode [13]. Thus, ITO
electrodes have already become a bottleneck for commercialization of OSCs. More and more
works are dedicated to alternative transparent conductive electrodes. Besides indium-free trans-
parent conducting oxides (such as Ga-doped ZnO (GZO) and Al-doped ZnO (AZO)) [14]–[16],
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) [17], [18], Ag nano-
wires [12], [19], graphene [13] and carbon nanotubes [20] are proposed as the replacement of
ITO electrode. However, although GZO or AZO has a lower cost than ITO, high temperature
sputter process in the fabrication of these electrodes still has the detrimental effect on flexible
substrates. Although the PEDOT:PSS electrode can be fabricated by simple solution method,
the conductivity of this electrode is still not good enough [1], [21]. The surface of Ag nanowire,
graphene and carbon nanotube electrodes are usually rough, limiting charge injection into or ex-
traction from the active layer [12], [13], [22]. In addition, complex film processing of these elec-
trodes also makes them unsuitable for the fabrication of large-scale OSCs [12], [13], [22].

On the contrary, a smooth metal thin film (for example Ag) can be deposited on flexible sub-
strates by simple thermal evaporation, without harm to the plastic substrates. Moreover, the
ductile nature and high conductivity of metal thin film electrodes make them suitable for roll-to-
roll mass production of OSCs [22]. Thus, increasingly more attention is focused on this topic.
Various metal thin film electrodes (such as Au [23], Ag [3], Cu [24], Cu/Ni [25], MoO3=Au=MoO3

[22], and so on) are proposed and employed as the alternative of ITO electrode.
In our previous work [26], [27], ðMoO3Þ=Ag electrodes have been investigated in the view of how

to reduce the metal percolation threshold. After the study of the electrical, optical and morphological
properties of ðMoO3Þ=Ag electrodes deposited onto glass substrates, the optimal MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag
(9 nm) electrode is obtained due to its good properties in optical transparency and electrical con-
ductivity. In this paper, this investigation has been extended to the realization of transparent con-
ductive electrodes onto flexible substrates. Based on this MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm) anode, ITO-free
OSCs are fabricated on flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrates, with poly
(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) films as the ac-
tive layer. The devices are composed as follows: PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3=P3HT:PCBM/Ca/Ag (see
Fig. 1). Here, the MoO3 layer adjacent to the active layer works as the hole transport layer with
high work function. A power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 2.50% is achieved for such flexible
OSC under 1 sun AM 1.5G simulated illumination, comparable to that of the same device on the
rigid glass substrate (PCE of 2.71%). Meanwhile, our ITO-free OSCs based on PET substrates

Fig. 1. Device geometry of ITO-free OSCs fabricated on PET substrates.
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show good mechanical flexibility. A 10% degradation in PCE is observed after 500 inner bending
cycles with a bending radius of 1.5 cm, while a 5% decrease in PCE is observed after 500 outer
bending cycles. Further, the flexibility of the structure PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 has been investigated.
Its transparency almost keeps constant, and its sheet resistance varies negligible after 1000 bend-
ing cycles with a bending radius of 1.5 cm, regardless of matter inner or outer bending tests. This
excellent flexibility of our MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm) electrode shows its huge potential for the applica-
tion in roll-to-roll mass fabrication of OSCs. It is instructive for further research of flexible electrodes
and OSCs.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Material and Substrate Preparation
P3HT was purchased from Rieke Metals Inc., PCBM was purchased from Nano-C Inc., and 1,2-

dichlorobenzene and MoO3 were provided from Aldrich Inc. All the materials were used without
any further purification. P3HT and PCBM were dissolved in 1,2-dichlorobenzene with a concentra-
tion of 20 mg/mL, respectively. They were mixed in a weight ratio of 1 : 0.8 and stirred at room
temperature for 2 h before use. 188 �m thick PET substrates were cleaned sequentially with deter-
gent (Decon 90, UK), deionized water, acetone, and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for about 5 min.

2.2. Electrode Deposition and Characterization
Cleaned PET substrates were dried with a nitrogen ðN2Þ flow and then directly transferred into

a custom-made multichamber ultrahigh vacuum evaporation system without further planariza-
tion. The MoO3=Ag electrodes were deposited on PET by thermal evaporation at a vacuum
pressure G 5� 10�4 Pa, with a evaporation rate of 0.02 and 0.1 nm/s for MoO3 and Ag, respec-
tively. The substrates during deposition were at room temperature. The thicknesses and evapo-
ration rates were estimated in situ with a calibrated quartz crystal monitor.

The spectral transmission was recorded by using an UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Lambda
950, Perkin Elmer). Since transmission was measured relative to air, the reflection of the sub-
strate was included. The sheet resistances of the samples were measured by using a four-point
probe setup.

2.3. Device Fabrication and Measurement
After the electrode deposition, a 10 nm thick MoO3 layer was first thermally evaporated onto

the substrates as the anode buffer layer. Then, P3HT:PCBM solution was spin-coated onto the
samples at 1000 rpm for 60 s in a N2 glove box attached to the vacuum system, followed by an-
nealed at 135 �C for 10 min. Finally, 10 nm thick Ca and 70 nm thick Ag were further deposited
on top of the active layer as the cathode through a metal shadow mask to finish the flexible
OSCs, resulting in an active solar cell area of 12.5 mm2. Reference OSCs were fabricated on
glass substrates through nearly the same procedure except that they were annealed at 150 �C.
The current density-voltage ðJ�V Þ characteristics were measured with a source measurement
unit 2400 SMU (Keithley, USA) and simulated AM 1.5G sun light (San-Ei Electric) in air with no
device encapsulation. The illumination intensity was kept at 100 mW=cm2 through using a Si
standard solar cell calibrated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

3. Results and Discussion
The illuminated J�V characteristics of ITO-free OSCs fabricated on PET or glass substrates are
depicted in Fig. 2. For comparison, the corresponding photovoltaic parameters have been dem-
onstrated in the inset of Fig. 2. Meanwhile, a photograph of a bent flexible ITO-free device has
also been shown as the inset of Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, a PCE of 2.71% is achieved for the
devices fabricated on glass substrates, with a open-circuit voltage ðVOCÞ of 0.64 V, a short-circuit
current density ðJSCÞ of 6.63 mA=cm2 and a FF of 64%, comparable to that of ITO-based
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reference OSCs (PCE of 2.85%), and the flexible ITO-free OSCs fabricated on PET substrates
show similar performance as the devices on the rigid glass substrates, with a VOC of 0.63 V, a
JSC of 6.21 mA=cm2, a FF of 64% and a PCE of 2.50%. Compared with the performance of ITO-
free OSCs fabricated on glass substrates, VOC and FF of the flexible OSCs are nearly identical
while JSC is slightly smaller. To study the effect of different substrates on the performance of
OSCs, the electrode-only samples of PET=MoO3=Ag and glass=MoO3=Ag are fabricated through
the same procedure as the device production and used for the physical characterization.

The wavelength-dependent transmittance spectra of the above electrode-only samples are
shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, the transmittance spectra of PET, glass and PET=MoO3=Ag=
MoO3 are also depicted in Fig. 3. A good transparency is achieved for MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm)
electrode fabricated on glass, with a maximum of 74% at 361 nm. In particular, in the visible re-
gion, the transparency of the electrode between 56% and 70% is achieved, showing the potential
of this electrode. When this electrode is fabricated on flexible substrates, its transparency has

Fig. 3. Wavelength-dependent transmittance spectra of PET, glass, glass=MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm),
PET=MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm), and PET=MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm)/MoO3 (10 nm).

Fig. 2. J�V characteristics for ITO-free OSCs fabricated on PET or glass substrates under 1 sun
AM 1.5G simulated illumination. For comparison, the corresponding photovoltaic parameters have
been shown here as an inset. Meanwhile, a photograph of a bent flexible ITO-free device is also
shown the inset.
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been decreased to some extent in the nearly entire spectral range discussed, with a maximum of
61% at 381 nm, as shown in Fig. 3. Lower transparency of the flexible electrode leads to a
slightly smaller JSC of 6.21 mA=cm2 and a comparatively lower PCE of 2.50%, compared with
that of ITO-free OSCs fabricated on glass substrates (JSC of 6.63 mA=cm2 and PCE of 2.71%).
Obviously, the difference in the transparency of two electrodes originates from different sub-
strates. As we all know, the surface morphology and structure of thermal evaporated metal films
depend on metal type, substrate, temperature or surfactants [28]–[31]. Thus, different substrates
(PET or glass) can leads to different surface morphology and structure of Ag thin film electrodes.
This may result in the difference in transparency of two electrodes. Meanwhile, as shown in
Fig. 3, the transparency of the glass substrate is better than that of the PET substrate. Thus,
both factors above leads to lower transparency of the flexible ITO-free electrode, compared with
that of the same electrode fabricated on glass substrates. Moreover, interestingly, it can be ob-
served from Fig. 3 that the transparency of the stack has been improved when the MoO3 buffer
layer is deposited onto the flexible electrode. Due to the optical interference effect, compared
with that of PET=MoO3=Ag electrode, the transparency of the stack PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 in the

Fig. 4. Normalized photovoltaic performance parameters of flexible ITO-free OSCs as a function of
the number of (a) outer or (b) inner bending cycles. (a) (Inset) Schematic drawing of outer bending
configuration. r in the inset represents the bending radius. (b) (Inset) Schematic drawing of inner
bending configuration.
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spectral range between 350 and 700 nm has been increased with a maximum of 67% at 380 nm,
while its transparency in the region over 700 nm has been decreased correspondingly. Since the
photo-active materials are most efficient in the visible spectral range, the performance of the flex-
ible ITO-free OSCs may be further enhanced by improving the transparency of the stack with the
optimized MoO3 buffer layer thickness. It will be discussed in our future work.

In order to check and quantitatively evaluate the flexibility of our ITO-free OSCs fabricated on
PET substrates, the device performance has been measured after multiple cycles of outer or in-
ner bending tests with a bending radius of 1.5 cm. Normalized photovoltaic performance parame-
ters as a function of the number of outer or inner bending cycles are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and
(b), respectively. Schematic drawings of outer and inner bending configurations are also shown
as the inset of Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a), for outer bending
tests, the sample is bent with the stack (the electrode or the device) facing upward. However, for
inner bending tests, the sample is bent in the opposite direction [see the inset of Fig. 4(b)]. It
can be observed from Fig. 4(a) and (b) that VOC of the device remains constant, even after 500
outer or inner bending cycles. Although after 500 outer bending cycles, JSC and FF of flexible
ITO-free OSCs decrease by 4% and 3%, respectively, resulting in a 5% decrease in PCE.
The degradation of the device performance seems slightly faster for inner bending tests. After

Fig. 5. Transparency of the stack PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 as a function of the number of (a) outer or
(b) inner bending cycles.
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500 inner bending cycles, JSC and FF decrease by 5% and 6%, respectively, resulting in a
10% degradation in PCE. The difference in the degradation of the OSC performance may be
attributed to different stress the device bears for outer and inner bending tests.

For more in-depth study of the flexibility of our ITO-free electrodes fabricated on PET substrates,
the transparency and sheet resistance of the structure PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 have been measured
after outer or inner bending tests with a bending radius of 1.5 cm. The transparency of the stack
PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 as a function of the number of outer or inner bending cycles is illustrated in
Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. The sheet resistance of the stack as a function of outer or inner
bending cycles is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 5, the transparency of the stack almost keeps
constant, even if after 1000 outer or inner bending cycles. Meanwhile, as illustrated in Fig. 6, after
1000 outer or inner bending cycles, the sheet resistance of the stack varies negligible.

Due to its advantage of high manufacturing speed, the printing technique has widely been
used in roll-to-roll fabrication of large scale OSCs and tandem OSCs [32]–[34]. However, a dry
process is essential in the fabrication of printed electrode structures, which limits the complete
process speed [32]–[34]. Moreover, it also needs extra instruments, for example the oven, which
increases the manufacture cost of printed electrodes. Flexible MoO3=Ag electrode can be man-
ufactured by a common vacuum roll-to-roll process, which has combined the advantages of
vacuum deposition process and roll-to-roll process. Compared with printed flexible electrodes
[32]–[34], although it takes more time in the deposition of MoO3=Ag electrode, the fabrication of
the electrode does not need a dry process. Thus the manufacturing speed of our flexible elec-
trode may be comparable to those of printed flexible electrodes. The excellent performance of
our flexible ITO-free electrode shows its huge potential for the application in roll-to-roll mass fab-
rication of OSCs. It is instructive for further research of flexible electrodes and OSCs.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, ITO-free OSCs are fabricated based on our proposed MoO3 (2 nm)/Ag (9 nm) an-
ode with P3HT:PCBM films as the active layer. A PCE of 2.71% is achieved for the devices fabri-
cated on glass substrates under 1 sun AM 1.5G simulated illumination, comparable to that of
ITO-based reference OSCs (PCE of 2.85%), and flexible ITO-free OSCs fabricated on PET sub-
strates show a similar PCE of 2.50% as the devices on the rigid glass substrates. Meanwhile,
such flexible ITO-free OSCs show good mechanical flexibility. A 10% degradation in PCE is ob-
served after 500 inner bending cycles with a bending radius of 1.5 cm, while a 5% decrease in
PCE is observed after 500 outer bending cycles. Further, the flexibility of the structure

Fig. 6. Sheet resistance of the stack PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 as a function of the number of outer or
inner bending cycles.
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PET=MoO3=Ag=MoO3 has been investigated. Its transparency almost keeps constant, and its
sheet resistance varies negligible after 1000 bending cycles with a bending radius of 1.5 cm, re-
gardless of the inner or outer bending tests. It shows the huge potential of our flexible electrodes
and it may be instructive for further research of flexible electrodes.
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